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Art offers us an opportunity to engage with objects, 
images and experiences in contemplative, exploratory 
ways. That artists produce such content for us, 
investing in research, development, material and 
process as a form of cultural capital creation, can be 
understood as an act of great generosity. Artists, like 
Danica Chappell, who test new methods, experiment 
with materials and conjure sensorial engagements, 
give us the gift of seeing from new angles, illuminating 
fresh ideas, and placing our sense of ourselves into 
an understanding of our reality. It has been a great 
pleasure to have worked with Chappell, to commission 
this exhibition of her work, and present this 
opportunity to enrich experience and understanding.

Far From the Eye is the result of Danica Chappell’s 
collaborative dialogue with Dr Donna Whelan from the 
La Trobe Institute of Molecular Science. The project 
is delivered in two parts: a solo show presented in our 
gallery spaces, and a large-scale public artwork, titled 
Far From the Eye: Dark Field, presented on the façade.

In 2018, La Trobe Art Institute (LAI) embarked on 
a biennial series of exhibitions, titled Collaboratory, 
that reflects on the nature of collaboration in 
contemporary art practice and we are indebted to 
Dr Whelan for her generosity in participating in this 
endeavour for the second series. There are many 
characteristics shared by the disciplines of art and 
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evolved, for both participants, in an organic fashion 
determined by their availability and willingness, 
with occasions of public exhibition set in the future. 
And while the latter outcomes are fundamentally 
important, they are no more important than the 
processes that produced them.

For Whelan’s abundant receptiveness and for 
Chappell’s boundless dedication, we are humbled and 
energised. Through their experiences we are able to 
learn so much. We bear witness to their insights and 
now have this wonderful body of work to share with 
audiences. Much of the experience of this collaborative 
engagement was greatly impacted by the global 
COVID-19 pandemic and Victoria’s subsequent 
lockdowns. Indeed, the original exhibition was 
scheduled for April 2020 but was postponed and 
modified as a consequence. Chappell’s and Whelan’s 
commitment to maintaining dialogue during this time  
is testament to their commitment to the ideals of 
shared knowledge and collective endeavour.

At LAI we have strived to present work that gives insight 
into contemporary art practice, always encouraging 
audiences to draw their own interpretations of meaning, 
intent and, most importantly, feeling. The institutional 
‘voice’ is already apparent in setting, selection and 
presentation. We have aimed to foreground art, artists 
and methodologies, as an offering that permits 

science, and a growth in engagement between the two 
fields. Our interest in pursuing projects of this nature 
is in sharing knowledge beyond specialist boundaries, 
expanding understanding and building networks that 
prioritise connection, innovation and development. 
It was intended as an opportunity for artists to pursue 
new avenues in their practice, unfettered by 
commercial imperative or expectation, within 
a supportive framework that encourages  
art-led processes. The implication of the ‘laboratory’  
is deliberate – with the emphasis on experimentation 
and process.

For this second iteration of the Collaboratory series, 
we introduced Chappell to the internationally 
acclaimed Whelan, Australian Research Council 
DECRA Fellow and La Trobe University chemical 
biologist, who works with laser microscopy and is 
based in Bendigo. Both artist and scientist have 
garnered reputations in their respective fields as 
dedicated practitioners pushing the limits of 
expectation and possibility in the pursuit of novel 
insights and outcomes. Both are invested in perceptual 
knowledge – what we see, what we don’t see, and how 
these things aid us in learning the truths of our world.

We brought them within each other’s orbit to foster 
a spirit of open dialogue about the ideas, materials 
and methodologies of their work. That relationship 1110



audience autonomy and agency in determining impact. 
The following publication is intended in that spirit, 
inviting Chappell and Whelan to share their experiences 
of their engagement in the process, and commissioning 
the artist to invite other voices to express their insights 
into her practice. We are indebted to Anne O’Hehir and 
Bryan Spier for their contributions to this publication.

It is to the artist and her collaborative partner that we 
extend our utmost appreciation. For without their work 
we have nothing upon which to pin our work here at 
LAI. We follow their lead and we are energised by their 
passion and their generosity. Far From the Eye is 
a moment of eruption, a document that expresses 
research, relationships, methodologies and 
imagination. It offers us images conjured by material 
action that have the power to reflect on truth and birth 
new truths. And there’s something very special about 
that power.

Cat. 6 
Danica Chappell 
Far From the Eye (Resonance in between #3) 2020–21
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  There are crossovers and linkages that I draw 
to the making, the process and the outcome/
artwork. It’s important for me that I question 
these and that the artwork engages a freedom 
for thought, perception and sight. 
—Danica Chappell, 2017.1

Danica Chappell describes herself as having 
‘a curiosity for spatial temporal abstraction’. Since 
2011, she has discarded the camera, creating work by 
means of analogue processes in her studio darkroom. 
Instead of presenting the viewer with a representation 
of the world, she has become the creator of worlds, 
undertaking investigations into perception and 
relationships between colour and form. Since Chappell 
embarked on this trajectory, she has engaged in 
extended and continuous enquiry, rigorous yet open. 
Her work finds its meaning in a series of seemingly 
unresolved contradictions that disrupt linear thinking. 

Chappell often exhibits what she titles ‘test strips’. 
Hers is not a unique strategy but it is an unusual one. 
Test strips are usually a by-product of making, a series 
of exposures on a single sheet of paper, fragments of 
an image that are subsequently discarded. As curator 

Shaping light    
 ANNE O’HEHIR  

 1 Danica Chappell, email correspondence, October 20, 2017. 19



counterintuitive that light creates darkness, but 
Chappell’s practice abounds in reversals, cognisant as 
she is of this strangeness lying at photography’s heart. 
Colour too is not what it seems, being transformed due 
to the nature of RA-4 chemistry from the original filters 
and lights into something quite different. Through 
investigations that return to photography’s 
beginnings, Chappell also makes daguerreotypes and 
tintypes. These are negative images also, and because 
they are not then reversed back into positives through 
the copy, they are unique one-off objects, as is 
everything that she makes. 

When Chappell stopped employing the camera to 
make images, she also eliminated sight. Creating 
photograms in colour requires working in darkness. 
Thus touch and repeatable actions take sight’s place. 
And yet, as if being denied in the making of the works, 
colour almost assaults our sense of sight with its 
weightless radiance, as if glowing from within. 
Chappell describes this process of liberating the 
work into the light, of working between photography’s 
binaries of highlight and shadow, as coming to a place 
of ‘fullness’. 

Abandoning the camera was connected to her 
postgraduate research and can be traced most directly 
to a deep dive into the geometric photogram technique 
(the cameraless process in which objects are placed on 

and historian Geoffrey Batchen has suggested, they 
are ‘not quite photographs because they are nothing 
but photographs (because they signify nothing but 
themselves)’.2 It is a strategy that signals to the viewer 
that Chappell’s practice is made up of test strips: 
controlled experiments to find out what happens when 
she performs a certain action in a certain order using 
quantifiable materials and techniques with time 
variations. Testing ideas and theories and formulae – 
failing, succeeding, failing, trying again – remembering 
and learning and building each time, she pushes the 
boundaries in a controlled and repeatable way so 
that she can progress her knowledge and image-
making skills.

Everything in Far From the Eye is what is usually 
deemed a negative. For example, the dark parts of her 
images reveal where the photographic paper has been 
exposed to the most light. In what could be termed 
‘conventional’ analogue photography as it developed 
from the mid-1850s, this is reversed back to a positive 
so that what is light in the work is what is light in the 
world. In taking a different approach, Chappell takes us 
back to the basic premise of how photography works 
and what the pioneers of photography realised: that 
silver darkens when it is exposed to light because of 
the inherent sensitivity of the material. It seems 

 2  Geoffrey Batchen, ‘Ruination’, Art Monthly, April 2016, 39. 2120



Moholy-Nagy, Chappell delights in the transformation 
of the materiality of the world into something else.6 
Moholy-Nagy spoke of all mediums moving away from 
materiality towards more pure forms – light replacing 
pigment in painting for example – and about the 
‘spiritualisation’ of colour that such new developments 
could attain.7 There were not sufficient advances in 
photosensitive tripack material during Moholy-Nagy’s 
lifetime for him to have conducted such experiments 
himself.8 Geoffrey Batchen describes Chappell’s career 
as one that has continued the experiments of Moholy-
Nagy, making colour prints that ‘riff off his legacy’.9 

or near the sensitised substrate with an image 
produced by light passing through them) that so 
fascinated the Hungarian avant-garde artist, László 
Moholy-Nagy.3 Moholy-Nagy experimented with this 
method for much of his creative life, bringing a three-
dimensionality into play, creating images difficult to 
decipher and trace back to representation. The 
everyday objects he used transformed into abstracted 
shapes – images full of mystery and intrigue that 
rarely relied on one light source or object – being 
continuously reassessed through experimental 
collage techniques. 

Chappell found herself able to dissolve into these 
works, to lose herself and her separateness in them, 
absorbed, transformed.4 The pleasure that she 
experienced in these reveries lies at the core of 
her practice. She speaks of her process as being 
traceable – but, importantly, only to her.5 Like  

 3  ‘My base has always been László Moholy-Nagy. I don’t remember when I 
first engaged with his work and texts. I am fond of his etchings, paintings 
and complex, small geometric photograms.’ Danica Chappell, email.

 4  ‘The fractured layers in LMN works have their own gravitational pull that 
renders me lost in their illusory structure, and that structure is space/time. 
I get lost in a way that I become supple and flexible in an attempt to navigate 
the forms.’ Danica Chappell, email.

 5  Chappell also speaks revealingly of the love that she felt sitting quietly, 
spending ‘hours observing light; how it fell; its shifting colour, intensity 
and opacity of shadows that were formed and what was its source’. 
Danica Chappell, email.

 6  In terms of reimagining the world, Chappell has spoken of the political 
and social dimensions of the avant-garde agenda, of the desire to return 
photography to a unique handmade craft and away from an automatic 
subservience to global capitalism and its vast economies of mass production 
and exploitation. This is work that comes out of passion. Writing for example 
about the work that she made for the exhibition Thickness of time at Heide 
Museum of Modern Art (2018) she commented that, ‘It has been a joy 
immersing myself in making this body of work, triggering a new set of brain 
gymnastics and bio-mechanical extension in my darkroom’. Danica 
Chappell, email correspondence, October 8, 2018.

 7  László Moholy-Nagy, ‘Paths to the unleashed color camera’, 1936 in László 
Moholy-Nagy. Color in transparency: photographic experiments in color/
Fotografische Experimente in Farbe 1944–1946 (Göttingen: Steidl 
Publishers, 2006), 37.

 8  László Moholy-Nagy, Moholy-Nagy: the photograms catalogue raisonné, 
ed. Renate Heyne and Floris M Neusüss, with Hattula Moholy-Nagy, with 
texts by Herbert Molderings and Renate Hayne (Ostfildern: Hatje Cantz 
Verlag, 2009), 199.

 9   Batchen, ‘Ruination’, 44. 2322



somehow thought them into being. Disconcerting shifts 
in scale mean that the body is freed from its materialist 
state and we can enter the work. The shifts of scale in 
Far From the Eye keep us on our toes as it were, into the 
small daguerreotypes and monochrome photograms, 
then thrown out to the architectural works that we have 
to negotiate with our bodies. It is a world of constant 
shifts in scale which, if we let them work their magic, 
take us to a place of constant enquiry. Moholy-Nagy 
argued in his 1928 manifesto Malerei, Photographie, 
Film that the expanded role of photography was to 
transform perception. Similarly, Chappell puts this 
into an ongoing phenomenological investigation of 
the world and how we encounter it: ‘I am constantly 
questioning the existence of a “thing” through what 
that object and/or material affords my practice by way 
of reforming it compositionally and materially’.12

Chappell gives us markers of moments. Moments of 
creation, of light generating the image on the plate or 
paper for the first time. Every image is created out of 
movement: the photographer’s body in the dark, 
manipulating light. The works come directly out of 
the process of making in a way that speaks to energy 
and fluidity, to what Chappell describes in terms of 
elasticity and the malleable. For what lies at the centre 

What seems curious to me about Chappell’s practice is 
the absence of the body from the final work. Chappell 
toils long hours in the darkroom to produce these 
images. Her body is implicated everywhere, in the 
repeated gestures required to make the work through 
to the presentation of the work, the collaging and 
resolutely handmade feel, rips and handmade frames 
and interventions into the gallery space. Her work 
invites us to walk around it, at other times to move our 
bodies around in order to see the image at all. Despite 
this, the work feels otherworldly, as if it is made of light 
alone. There is, in other words, a sense of lightness 
here, a backing away from intruding into the space, 
seeing as if, indeed, from afar. Again we can perhaps 
look to Moholy-Nagy to navigate our way: ‘Light itself 
generates forms in dynamic, spatial relationships’.10 

Chappell toils so we can enjoy the spoils.11 These works 
seem as effortless as light falling on objects and 
creating effects and shadows, as if in fact the artist has 

 10  Die Form 4 (Berlin, February 1929) quoted in Moholy-Nagy: the 
photograms, 67.

 11  Sue Cramer has written about the complexity of Chappell’s work in the 
darkroom: ‘Often she repeats and inverts her procedures, deftly 
manipulating scale and tonality, and shifting between positive and negative 
substrates. Or she might rotate the angle of her photo-sensitive material, 
altering its relation to the light source, while sequentially concealing, then 
disclosing, different parts of it to light’. Sue Cramer, ‘Everything has its time’, 
in Thickness of time (Bulleen, Vic: Heide Museum of Modern Art, 2018), 5.  12 Danica Chappell, email correspondence, October 20, 2017. 2524



have imagined that her interests would have led her 
into the moving image, and yet there seems more joy 
and satisfaction, more challenge and excitement, and 
ultimately more meaning, in bringing this notion of 
‘latency’, of potential energy that could escape at any 
time, into a state of momentary stillness, or 
equilibrium.13 Images, although still, are restless – full 
of potential and mystery. Exploring ways of creating 
energy – this notion of latency, of things awaiting 
activation – drives Chappell’s curiosity. Photomedia 
artists who engage with arcane and lost processes 
need a compelling reason why. It is this place of 
experimentation – honouring the curiosity and freedom 
embodied by early pioneers and the aspirations of the 
avant-garde – that gives us a compelling answer as to 
why Chappell looks to the past in order to envision 
a place for her work in our present time and place.

Anne O’Hehir is Curator of Photography at National Gallery of Australia.

of her practice is an interest in light, and it is for this 
reason, although Chappell has ventured into sculpture 
and painting, that her concern is ‘photographic’ in the 
most fundamental sense of the word. Although made 
in the darkroom over long periods of time, the titles of 
the works – glimpses, nudges, glimmers – more often 
speak to our experience in the world as being one of 
impermanence, of an ever-evolving world of pure 
energy. The daguerreotypes and tintypes, by the same 
measure, whose processes are called ‘hard’ in the 
trade, are nonetheless also fugitive in their 
appearance. The mirrored surface requires the viewer 
to move to see it, the image continually coming in and 
out of visibility. Processes that hold within them a 
certain level of uncertainty and risk and urgency, 
a need for example for chemicals to remain wet to 
retain their sensitivity to light, the need for a number 
of actions to happen in the dark with no certainty of 
a successful outcome.

In the preface to her book A sixtieth of a second: 
portraits of women 1961–1981 Australian 
photographer Sue Ford noted that, ‘although these 
photos span 20 years they took three quarters of a 
second to take, all together’. Photography has stilled 
time for the most part and the question of how to bring 
time back in has been one that has occupied many 
contemporary photographers. Chappell extends – 
makes ‘elastic’ – the photographic moment. One might 

 13  Speaking of her recent experiments with the very early polychromatic 
experiments of Edmond Becquerel, Chappell queries ‘what is/it to feel the 
medium and the/making of the mark – to hold/the image in its latency?’ 
in ‘Rétine minérale: Recherches plastiques autour des images 
photochromatiques d’ Edmond Becquerel’, Bibiliothèque du Centre 
de Recherche sur la Conservation, Paris, 2018. 2726
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I visited Danica Chappell’s studio at the beginning 
of March 2020, and there she told me her 
daguerreotypes had ‘plate measles’: progressive 
corrosion of the photographic plate that appears as 
a scattering of small black spots.1 The mention of an 
infectious disease gave me a chill. Fear of an invisible 
pathogen had been blooming in the collective 
consciousness since the beginning of the year, and 
little did we know the pandemic would soon turn our 
lives upside down. A virus can’t be seen by the eye so 
paranoia compensates by forcing us to imagine it 
stalking our warm bodies from every surface and every 
draught of air. Only an electron microscope can show 
us what the predator looks like by magnifying the virus 
to a scale that cannot be reconciled with the world as 
seen by the eye. Nonetheless its perspective enables 
a disquieting mental picture of a roiling thicket of 
luminous blobs lying in wait on every supermarket 
touch screen. As I examined the tiny spots on 
Chappell’s jewel-like daguerreotypes I wondered if the 
plate measles were also seeking a warm body to infest. 

In Far From the Eye the sombre tones and creeping 
disease of these delicate daguerreotypes appear 
alongside large and richly coloured chromogenic 
photographs. Chappell is a photographer without 

Exhausted by the light
 BRYAN SPIER

 1   Barger, Giri, White and Edmondson, ‘Cleaning daguerreotypes’,  
Studies in Conservation 31, no. 1 (February, 1986): 17. 35



though frozen mid-flight: they are weightless, agile 
and unbounded. Chappell’s compositions have a 
similar rhythm and poise. Against a blank field shapes 
clamour and slide into view yet never clunk into place. 
There’s no adjacency, abutments, parallels, symmetry 
nor other signs of human agency directing 
proceedings. Instead shapes arrive and mingle 
as if by their own volition.

Apparently Malevich thought of the bold shapes in 
his paintings as manifestations of four-dimensional 
objects intersecting our world.2 His conception of the 
fourth dimension is a rather mystical ‘higher’ realm 
for which our three-dimensional world is but a poor 
relation. It is a superior reality that lies just beyond our 
perception, and Malevich’s paintings are like 
impressions or ‘cross sections of the higher world as if 
they were shadows or shapes upon a screen’.3 In other 
words, their pretence is to capture traces of forms and 
events that exist in an invisible dimension – somewhat 
like a pan-dimensional mode of photography. At the 
same time the captured shapes are entirely conceptual 
objects; they are not made of anything but pure value: 
shape, hue, angle and position. 

a camera whose subjects are decontextualised shapes 
assembled around indeterminate space, and 
consequently her artwork appears as a species of 
abstraction. This exhibition is an opportunity to survey 
the scope of her unique artistic achievement, and also 
to explore new depths and possibilities contained 
within the work. This is aided by chemical biologist 
Donna Whelan, whose instrument is the single 
molecule microscope. Whelan uses the microscope 
to burrow into the molecular substrate of Chappell’s 
geometric vignettes to find a strange world of organic 
forms buried deep within. It reveals fields of warbling 
textures, clutches of wiry follicles, melting 
subcutaneous globules. Both practitioners wield 
technology and processes designed to render reality 
with the utmost veracity, but in doing so refute the real 
as seen by the eye as decidedly as the inventions of 
abstract painting.

Chappell’s process has a strong relation to early 
modernist photograms and other experiments in 
camera-less photography. But to me these jaunty 
arrangements of colour and shape most readily 
resemble the abstract painting of the early moderns, 
particularly Kasimir Malevich and the Suprematists. 
For instance Malevich’s painting House under 
construction (Stroyuschiysya dom, 1915–16) features 
assorted shapes jostling in an indeterminate white 
space. The bold shapes are haphazardly arranged as 

 2  Stephen Luecking, ‘A man and his square: Kasimir Malevich and the 
visualization of the fourth dimension’, Journal of Mathematics  
and the Arts 4, no. 2 (June, 2010): 87–100.

 3  John Milner, Kazimir Malevich and the art of geometry  
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1996), 16. 3736



authenticity and vivacity of the subject. I think of them 
as mise en scène: props and atmospheric cues that 
project a fictional universe in which otherwise inert 
elements possess an uncanny autonomy.

Donna Whelan’s molecular magnifications add another 
layer to this compelling fiction. The variety of weird 
formations she finds deep within Chappell’s inventions 
resemble complex organs and processes that make the 
artworks tick. Her microscope even reveals activity 
within the substrate: nano particles ‘actively 
exhausted by the light’ that are continuously blinking 
out of existence.4 The slow progress of plate measles 
is more evidence that these are not inert geometric 
compositions but strangely living subjects. 

I know nothing of Chappell’s personal cosmology, 
but her artworks rebuke the airless insubstantiality 
of purity and spiritism that characterised early 
abstraction. Instead they revel in the burdens of 
physical existence: the debris, the weight and the 
entropy. They are firmly anchored in the real but also 
dare to add something new to it. Chappell’s darkroom 
alchemy does not simply produce pictures but seeds 
alien modes of being. She creates entities that invite 
pathos as they interact with the material world; that 
slowly decline and suffer illness just like we do. 

Abstract painting can offer a fantasy of pure visual 
order that refutes the overwhelming real. As a subject 
the real poses an oppressive complexity of proportion, 
volume, mass and context; attended by a spiralling 
chaos of shadows, reflections, refractions, indents, 
crumbs, tags, scars, pits, wrinkles, patches and 
bleeds. In the world of abstraction there is no real, no 
limit to which the subject can be reduced and scrubbed 
of all tarnish. There’s no material resistance and no 
restriction upon the order that the artist can impose. 
It’s easy to see why abstraction has often been 
sympathetic to ideas of spirit; a spirit is, by definition, 
an entity unburdened by matter or physical forces. 
Spirits float, vanish into thin air, walk through walls 
and live for eternity.

Chappell seems to take up the cause of abstraction 
with compositions that reject recognisable scenes and 
objects, but her unique handling of the medium allows 
the real to flood back in. For every bold shape there is 
a swarm of tiny details: specks, cracks, scores, 
shadows, scratches, dust. Traces of the manual 
process, perhaps – but too consistent and 
conspicuous to be truly incidental. Many of the images 
contain strange indigo blooms that are like eruptions 
of darkness at the periphery. They resemble inverted 
lens flares glinting off the shapes like they are a 
fleeting subject snapped in the wild. All of these details 
appear fugitive and random in a way that attests to the  4 Danica Chappell, email correspondence, January 2, 2021. 3938



These same entities shed matter as they are exhausted 
by the light, perhaps sending pieces of themselves 
upon draughts of air to be assimilated into the warm 
bodies of passing hosts. 

Bryan Spier is a Melbourne-based artist and writer.

Cat. 11 
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Installation view, La Trobe Art Institute, 2021  
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Glimmer (Picturing objects #1) 2018–21

Glimmer (Latent doubt #1) 2020–21

Glimmer (Latent doubt #2) 2020–21

Glimmer (Latent doubt #3) 2020–21

Glimmer (Picturing objects #2) 2018–21

Glimmer (Picturing objects #3) 2018–21

Glimmer (Latent doubt #5) 2020–21

Installation view, La Trobe Art Institute, 2021  
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The artworks presented in Far From the Eye are 
vibrant, tonal, geometric abstractions using all manner 
of photographic processes and media. Underpinned by 
the nature of light sensitivity and the substrates that 
carry its precarious membranes, this exhibition draws 
upon the photograph’s history, an interconnectedness 
with painting and the trace elements of making. Colour 
chromogenic, silver gelatin, E6 slide film, digital scans, 
single-molecule microscopy, Becquerel daguerreotype 
and a GIF file have been explored in this exhibition. 
The opportunity to shape this body of work came with 
the invitation by La Trobe Art Institute Senior Curator 
Kent Wilson to engage in an open, collaborative 
conversation with Donna Whelan on resonances 
in working methodologies and ideas around the 
photograph. Although we come from polar extremes 
in practice and intentions, I found we both share an 
appreciation of the experiential by pulling at the 
boundaries and the verges.

The contemporary abstract photograph has long been 
tied to history, often oscillating around varying points 
of tactile material negotiations with the photograph 
and led by artists. Particular approaches include: 
a light-sensitive substrate taking on an autonomous 
exchange with environmental conditions; or a light-
sensitive substrate responding to forced chemical or 
reactive probabilities; or the reciprocity of the known 
visible world informed by constructed worlds that 
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closely examines both material and perceptual 
conditions. These ideas are informed by texts and 
exhibitions such as Emanations: the art of the 
cameraless photograph (2016) curated by Geoffrey 
Batchen or more recently, La photographie à l’épreuve 
de l’abstraction/Photography to the test of abstraction 
(2020) curated by Veronique Souben, Nathalie 
Giraudeau and Audrey Illouz. Each direction reveals 
an external force pursued by an action of the artist’s 
body, to bring to light (from light) concrete or 
generative methods.

Far From the Eye uses systems of photography 
rhythmically – factually – that are true to ‘how’ light, 
shape and tone are fixed in place by chemical means. 
However, based on the photogram process, the camera 
is removed from image construction. Realities slip from 
view and are replaced with a rendered exchange 
between materials, light and my actions which become 
paint and brush across the light-sensitive substrate. 
The artworks are a collision, of sorts, from a sequence 
of movements, using a collection of articles, items, 
found, repurposed. Independent actions and marks 
coalesce as forms. The form is in conversation with the 
hand and light which is brought to the scrutiny of the 
eye and body. Latency is a material that can be felt. 
The recalled knowledge and a doubtful trace, seen 
by a fingertip glance, remain on a surface after 
development. The chemical mechanical means 

of the photography fixes dye to paper via charged silver 
particles. The lineage of the process rests with the 
particle of silver and the excitement that is induced 
by light. Until that point, it remains dormant. 

Description is displaced from photography and 
often lands in the language of abstract painting – 
misplacing surface for texture and alike – fortified 
bythe modernist and avant-garde. The choices for 
me emerge endlessly – colour picking and tonal 
combinations, infinite elasticity between time, white 
and black – the body fatigues. The photograph’s 
identity is in constant conversation and negotiation 
with its past. How the eye reads what it sees is left 
open to the viewer. I’m unable, perhaps unwilling, 
to place my finger exactingly. Un-adhering to a 
convention – of form, to colour and in language – 
Far From the Eye unfolds across time, intersecting on 
the ruminations of inventors, scientists and histories 
embodied by artists.
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Left to right:

Glimmer (Picturing objects #1) 2018–21

Glimmer (Latent doubt #1) 2020–21

Glimmer (Latent doubt #2) 2020–21

Glimmer (Latent doubt #3) 2020–21

Glimmer (Picturing objects #2) 2018–21

Glimmer (Picturing objects #3) 2018–21

Installation view, La Trobe Art Institute, 2021  
Photo: Ian Hill
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  La Trobe Art Institute Senior Curator Kent Wilson 
interviewed Danica Chappell and Donna Whelan via email 
in January and February this year, reflecting on the period 
of the collaboration conducted throughout 2020 and in 
2021. The global pandemic meant that curator, artist and 
scientist were in various stages of lockdown in Victoria 
during that time, bringing various challenges to the 
endeavour. The interview focuses on the nature of the 
engagement between Chappell and Whelan, and explores 
the benefit to both participants.

KENT WILSON
Thank you both for your willingness to engage outside 
of your discipline. Could you give some insight into 
why you think it is important to open a dialogue with 
practitioners from other disciplines?

DANICA CHAPPELL
I’m a constant problem solver. The evolution of my 
practice has been to ask what-ifs, what elses, whys 
and hows. Each project expands and builds upon the 
last using processes and methods that I may not know 
how to do. The questions posed on the photograph are 
generally larger than I can answer alone. Conversation 
and communication with another are incredibly 
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insightful and assist in understanding different 
machinations of a problem.

Animating a dialogue with another person gives a 
human connection to a question or problem or scenario. 
It fosters understanding from one person’s perspective 
to another. The more you can think outside of yourself, 
the greater empathy you have with a discourse that 
may be utterly unfamiliar to you otherwise.

Some of the ideas and discourse in this project have led 
me to involve myself in processes and professions that I 
would not have contact with, in my everyday processes. 
While working on Far From the Eye, I have had 
a wonderful opportunity to share aspects of my 
knowledge, interests and processes with others, 
and gained knowledge, interests and processual 
understanding from others. Without shared dialogue 
and observations, I would be limiting my perspective and 
guess this would become a repetitive and dull bubble.

DONNA WHELAN
This is an interesting question for me because it really 
speaks to the niche I’ve carved out within scientific 
research wherein I see myself as a bit of an academic 
jack of all trades. Within science, as you progress 
through high school, three or four years of undergrad, 
and then another three or four years of a PhD, the 
whole point seems to be to keep focussing down. 

After all that education, academics then do research 
for decades, all to end up the world expert in some very 
specific thing which they develop an incredibly deep 
knowledge about. Whether it’s a favourite molecule or 
far-off star or genetic mutation. 

What I found myself good at when I did my PhD and 
then in the five years after, was adapting to other 
knowledge sets and disciplines. It means I probably 
don’t have the depth of knowledge that most other 
academics have, but it allows me to be very successful 
in all sorts of collaborations. I’ve moved from 
fundamental physics and chemistry into molecular 
and cell biology, and these days I maintain all of that 
breadth along with joint projects with anatomists, 
mathematicians and psychologists. So it didn’t really 
seem a stretch for me to enter into an artistic 
collaboration; it actually felt like quite a good idea of 
an adventure. Like with any new foray, it gave me the 
harrowing feeling of knowing I was the dumbest person 
in the room when it came to the subject matter, along 
with the exciting potential of being able to be the one 
that learnt the most and provided the left-field ideas. 
I had the added bonus of having felt these things, and 
worked in cross-disciplinary projects throughout my 
career so I thought I would at least be able to find a 
common language, and show the kind of openness 
needed for something successful. 
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It’s very hard to generate new knowledge and new 
experiences, when you’re in a closed system. So if 
you’ve been studying the same molecule for forty years, 
and you recruit your students out of the chemistry 
classes you teach, and you collaborate with the same 
handful of chemists that you’ve been working with your 
whole career, and you sit in your lab and tinker away . . . 
that seems like such a grinding way towards discovery. 
Which isn’t to say a lot of science isn’t that grinding. But 
on the other side of the coin, getting out and interacting 
with different sets of knowledge and different sets of 
people often results in short cuts to ideas. You see it all 
the time in collaborative science.

Different disciplines and jobs and life experiences leave 
people with differently wired brains and I just think that 
any access to a different brain increases your potential 
outputs and perspectives. There is also something to 
be said about a less tangible rationale. Getting new 
perspectives allows the development of empathy. 
That reminder that things exist – and are important – 
outside ourselves always resonates with me when 
I learn something new from someone for the first time.

KENT WILSON
Can you identify a specific idea or process, or even a 
problem, that this particular collaborative engagement 
helped to illuminate or solve? Was there something 
impactful to you that came from engaging in this way?

DANICA CHAPPELL
Research labs are amazing time capsules. To me, 
the buildings are either new gleamy structures or 
timestamped by functional features and collections of 
research outcomes in hallways, on walls and in display 
cabinets. This doesn’t alter the immense energy and 
pulsing knowledge hubs housed within or that cycle 
through these spaces. That energy and pulse appear 
to remain current and, we hope, consistent. Our initial 
lab visit with Donna was extraordinary. Some aspects 
were familiar to me – the darkness, the dichroics, light 
sensitivity to name a few – but the science and the 
organic matter were alien to me.  

In Donna’s lab, we watch an image being made, live, 
and in front of us. It was almost like a conveyor belt, 
manufacturing line or a diagrammatic drawing. The 
light source from the lasers is directed and filtered 
towards the dichroics, and mirrors illuminate the tiny 
particles of organic matter that bathe in fading bio-
luminescence. Passing through the slide surface, then 
through the magnifying lens to the camera, the light 
collects the shadowy trace of microscopic details 
which are rendered onto the image sensor in the 
camera. It is not yet an image, the material resembling 
a web of interconnecting algorithms and codes, 
indicating navigable markers of the captured material. 
When rendered via software, it appears pictorially 
(insanely magnified) and identifiable as ‘sciency’ to 5756



my naive eye. What happens next is mind-boggling 
and real but inventive to my imagination as it’s my 
imagination that has to interpret this inner microscopic 
world, the nanoworld, the micro-cellular world that 
is in all things, unseen. The keys on my keyboard as 
I type, my skin cells left on the keys, the chair that 
I sit on, the table that I am sitting at . . . all have this 
microscopic structure. The knowledge that the 
particles are there is thanks to science but it recedes 
away from the scale of human sight and from our 
immediate perceivable understanding or recognition. 
The magnification and scale of what was presented 
before us occupied my thoughts gorgeously. 
Scientists, like artists, are working separately 
but together to foreground a perceivability. 

There were many intersections that I garnered from 
our conversations. Our making processes don’t invent 
fictions but rather reveal depths of substance from 
substrates that are not in regular fields of view. 
We both have a working methodology that is reliant 
on a tactile relationship to materials and instruments, 
that is not always seen in the results produced. 
Process often falls away as it’s the resultant image that 
attracts the most attention. The nature of photography 
fixes light. We are both filtering light to expand or 
restrain a field of view and our results are not always 
easily decipherable. 

DONNA WHELAN
The journey of this collaboration has, in itself, been 
quite impactful for me, simply because it has given 
me something different to focus on and think about. 
Collectively, thinking about science as art, and the 
science of art, and other philosophical things, was quite 
different to my day-to-day research and completely 
outside my comfort zone. It demanded that I rewire 
parts of my brain. The challenge of trying to find 
common ground and common language in such a way 
that I was being useful to the project made me think in 
different ways and extended my intellectual 
boundaries. Even now, as I’m designing new course 
content for incoming first-year biology students, I find 
myself integrating explanations and perspectives that 
I developed through my conversations with Danica 
because they encompass different ways of seeing 
and understanding things, and that always helps 
with new students.

The collaboration also had some very practical impacts 
on my lab, specifically in continuing to develop the 
niche technique of darkfield microscopy and problem-
solving ways to image Danica’s materials using other 
fluorescence, brightfield, and single-molecule 
modalities. Even though most of the images were not 
scientifically or artistically useful, capturing them was 
a worthwhile experiment. 
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I am used to imaging cells and cellular structures, 
prepared in very specific ways to be compatible with 
the microscope. Over the last decade all my work has 
been in using fluorescence approaches which rely on 
illuminating samples with coloured light and detecting 
different coloured photons that are subsequently 
emitted. This wasn’t necessarily going to be the best 
approach for Danica’s materials but a big part of how 
I designed my current microscope involved building 
in flexibility which would allow for different methods 
to be developed.

The microscope was actually modified to allow for 
darkfield microscopy imaging only a few months before 
I started working with Danica and this was the method 
that ended up being the most interesting for her work 
and a source of inspiration. The upgrade came about 
after some physiology PhD students and I got talking 
about old anatomy papers that used darkfield to 
differentiate otherwise invisible differences in tissue 
types within brain images. They wondered if we could 
generate similar images which would allow them to 
count cells in different parts of the brains of rats they 
used in their research.

I implemented darkfield microscopy by incorporating 
new lenses and optical elements into the already 
established setup. Even though I had no prior experience 
building or using darkfield imaging, it was a welcome 

challenge and the methodology ended up quite useful 
to the students’ research projects. Without that 
development, we never would have been able to look 
at Danica’s substrates so closely. Darkfield specifically 
detects differences in nanoscopic structure – why this 
works on brain tissue I still don’t fully understand, but 
the nanostructuring of photographic plates, and in 
particular daguerreotype materials, has already been 
quite well researched. All this came together to produce 
some very compelling microscopic images. But 
practically, it also developed my ability to image novel 
samples which will likely come in handy in some 
serendipitous future collaboration. 

KENT WILSON
I want to pick up on this aspect of what’s visible, what’s 
not visible – where decisions are made about the 
importance of data from an ocular-centric perspective 
of ‘seeing with our own eyes’. For each of you, what 
does the notion of distance from the eye mean to you? 
The relevance of both space/distance/scale and the 
eye as an instrument in your work and understanding?

DANICA CHAPPELL
Light is to sight what texture is to touch, what perfume 
is to smell, what lemon is to taste, what the violin is to 
our ears – we read, construe, occupy, resist our world 
via automatic (and reactionary) sensorial receptors. 
The senses are mechanical instruments that assist 6160



with perceiving and understanding the world around 
us, and us within it. But there is always a possibility in 
the transferal of this process, to convert an untapped 
resource and renew our perceptions. Far from the Eye 
attempts to find and occupy the interstitial space 
between sensing and thinking. It manifests in the 
photo (from a knowledge of its histories and 
processes) as an action and a language. 

The dialogue between Donna and myself has been, in 
part, about mattering. For me, Far from the Eye: Dark 
Field (the large public artwork on La Trob Art Institute’s 
façade) talks to an alternative space afforded by the 
distance between touch and sight. I found that our 
individual instruments append and guide our sense 
of sight to traverse the material in our reach – that is 
whatever we may be working with. It’s a synergetic 
relationship of sorts within the space of making. I was 
also blown away by scale and enlargement between 
our two processes. For me, there is deliberate deceit 
in scale as some marks are formed from enlarging 
and some are direct 1:1 shadow transfers. 

At first, I had misheard the term darkfield to be dark 
fold, and this triggered thoughts and impressions in 
the act of handling matter and materials to illuminate 
or reveal an image from one surface to another. But 
then I learned that the study of microscopy Donna was 
referring to was called darkfield, and this was equally 

intriguing for my imagination and relatable as a direct 
translation of touch within the darkroom. In the 
darkfield, Donna was able to activate the nanoparticles 
on the heliochromie plate from reflected light rather 
than illuminating through the material (this is known 
as brightfield). In Donna’s lab, we were witnessing 
these light-sensitive particles being charged with light 
but also exhausted and extinguished by the light. 
Donna’s darkfield and brightfield images appear in the 
vitrine of the façade. A selection of Donna’s brightfield 
images are printed as 35 mm slides and are viewable in 
combination with a selection of cameraless slides in 
the gallery foyer. In both instances, they are only a 
portion of a complete whole.

We rely on our senses, of course, but in the 
development of a single artwork, I rely more on touch 
and smell and sound to navigate the materials and 
space that enables the work to be made. I’m dulling 
the optical sense to expand my understanding and 
perception of the photograph. For the sighted, we are 
constantly looking but not always attuned to what we 
are seeing. A philosophical cliché, but also a fact. 
I have endeavoured to envelop the touch of light 
and form as a subject, to harness the slip between 
materials and abstraction, semblance of process and 
the photograph itself. This in itself informs a distance 
between the known and unknowable, one that 
hopefully opens an opportunity for perception. 6362



The evolution of photography across its history is 
astoundingly astonishing. I’m in awe of how people 
interact and derive a language with it. Sensitivity to 
light, in monochrome media, sees colour but only as 
tonal figurations. I find that using colour film and 
papers offers infinite flexibility. That is to say, it can 
be an indirect presentation of an abstract figuration 
while remaining honest to its function – to record 
and depict light. In this way, a photograph can 
appear more like a ghost of a constructed object with 
painterly depth created by tone and shading. The 
thin veil of the light-sensitive substrate disappears 
from our perception. In a constant tussle with its 
viewpoint, the resulting actions undertaken in the 
darkroom form their position borrowing heavily from 
the evolving history of photography and its 
interconnectedness with other artforms. It was a 
science that became a technology, that is fast 
becoming materially invisible as it’s absorbed within 
data flows on devices. For example, the early colour 
experiments of photography didn’t include the 
camera. The cameraless samples of Becquerel (in 
pale mauves and blue hues) were not made from the 
view through a lens but for the potentiality of the 
lens. The stretch in play here, philosophically and 
materially, is not what the eye sees but what the 
mind wanders across. 

DONNA WHELAN
Danica makes a point about the relationship between 
light and sight which makes me wonder where the idea 
of an image fits into reality and our perception of it. From 
a scientific point of view, the existence and behaviour of 
light, of photons (which are fundamental light particles), 
are as certainly real as just about anything can be. 
We know how and where photons of light exist, 
and we understand much about their behaviour. 
We can describe light factually with photons having 
measurable, definable parameters: colour (as defined 
by wavelength energy), direction, speed. The world is 
unbelievably full of very real, very definable, photons. 

Sight is what our eyes and our brains do with the 
photons that enter our eyes. The lenses in our eyes 
take these photons and form a two-dimensional image 
focussed on our retinas. These images represent the 
external world we are looking at. I think the image on 
the back of our retina is real, although the only way to 
observe it is to detect those photons which means we 
are back to simply saying photons are real. But does 
the image on a retina truly represent the external 
world? And then there is all the processing that 
our brains do, taking two images to form a three-
dimensional representation, placing mental focus 
on certain areas in the image, adding things in like 
peripheral colours and perceived textures and guesses 
about perspective and scale. It definitely leaves lots 6564



of things out that our retinas detect but that our brain 
doesn’t see fit to filter through to consciousness. 
We form a representative image of the outside world – 
based on very real photons – in our mind’s eye. Except 
we know that this image definitely isn’t real – there 
is no painting or photograph of what I’m looking at 
somewhere in my brain. 

Despite all of these philosophical queries, microscopy 
has always been enormously attractive in science as 
it seems to give us a way to simply ‘look’ at what is 
happening. In the fields of molecular and cell biology, 
researchers do all sorts of complicated measurements 
to try to understand the underlying truth of a disease 
or an organism or a chemical reaction, and much of it 
feels very indirect so why not just zoom in and look? 
In the early days of microscopy this worked quite well, 
you could just magnify a specimen and see more of 
what was going on, albeit you were still using your 
eyes, so the above caveats remained. 

However, in the last few decades simply magnifying 
specimens has rarely been able to offer much novel 
scientific insight and more manipulations have had 
to be incorporated into modern microscopy to make 
it useful. These manipulations make the biology we 
are interested in visible, but they also make it less 
directly representative. 

A true account of the light around us describes every 
single photon. The image detected on our retinas only 
accounts for the photons that enter our eyes, and only 
photons with specific wavelengths: from blue to red, 
about 450 to 650 nanometers. Modern microscopy 
takes this to another level, usually only examining a 
few very specific colours, and often beyond that blue 
to red scale. Often modern microscopy isn’t even 
looking at the reflected or transmitted photons which 
our eyes make images out of, but rather focussing on 
photons that have specific quantum properties, or that 
have scattered in particular ways – things our eyes and 
brains cannot process at all. Fluorescence microscopy 
incorporates special molecules into biological samples 
which effectively paint specific structures or proteins 
or genes with a bright, detectable colour. The image 
this microscopy generates is made up entirely of the 
photons emitted by these incorporated molecules 
which wouldn’t be present in the underlying biology at 
all if a scientist didn’t put them there. Darkfield blocks 
out all the transmitted light from a sample and instead 
concentrates on the light that has bounced around the 
different structured edges within the specimen, giving 
insight into the underlying shapes and textures but not 
looking like any image a normal eye or camera would 
produce. The main technique I use, single-molecule 
microscopy, uses fluorescent paints to label structures 
of interest and detects the photons from this paint. 
However, rather than directly producing an image 6766



from these photons by focussing them onto a camera, 
I use algorithms to deduce the underlying molecular 
positions. This produces a list of coordinates and then 
replots these coordinates to produce a completely 
false image (which is to say it is not directly formed 
by detecting photons) which is nonetheless useful 
in my research. 

The whole point of this technique is that we want to 
zoom in on biology to look at things that are even 
smaller than the light we are detecting. Which sounds 
like nonsense, but it is a kind of ultimate limit of scale. 
Imaging can zoom in or out as much as you like but the 
minutiae of biology is even smaller than light itself so 
you can’t just see it anymore, the light itself blurs out 
the biology. Talking with Danica I realised just how 
much I am used to these ideas of the nanoscale and 
of light as a physical particle because that’s how it 
behaves when you zoom in that far. It made me ponder 
just how real such an incomprehensible, un-imagable 
scale could be – I think I know it’s real but my suspicion 
is most others would be sceptical.
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Left to right:

Glimmer (Latent doubt #1) 2020–21

Glimmer (Latent doubt #2) 2020–21

Installation view, La Trobe Art Institute, 2021  
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11.
With Donna Whelan
Far From the Eye (Visual access to faraway sight) 
2021
foolscap slide holder (on loan from Dr Steven Rendall’s 
vintage collection of art history slides), Hama slide 
viewer, 36 E6 slides and digital slides from brightfield 
microscopy, silver nitrate sensitised collodion
overall dimensions variable

12.
Glimmer (Picturing objects #1) 2018–21
daguerreotype, custom palladium  
hand-gilded frame with glass
48.5 × 45 cm

13.
Glimmer (Latent doubt #1) 2020–21
daguerreotype, custom palladium  
hand-gilded frame with glass
36.5 × 31 cm

14.
Glimmer (Latent doubt #2) 2020–21
daguerreotype, custom palladium  
hand-gilded frame with glass
49.5 × 37 cm

15.
Glimmer (Latent doubt #3) 2020–21
daguerreotype, custom palladium  
hand-gilded frame with glass
44 × 39.5 cm 

16.
Glimmer (Picturing objects #2) 2018–21
daguerreotype, custom palladium  
hand-gilded frame with glass
43.5 × 43.5 cm

17.
Glimmer (Picturing objects #3) 2018–21
daguerreotype, custom palladium  
hand-gilded frame with glass
43.5 × 43.5 cm

18.
Glimmer (Latent doubt #5) 2020–21
daguerreotype, custom palladium  
hand-gilded frame with glass
51 × 42 cm

All works courtesy the artist

Danica Chappell

1.
Far From the Eye (Fingertip glance #6) 2020–21
chromogenic photograph, custom frame
124 × 185 cm

2.
Far From the Eye (Fingertip glance #7) 2020–21
chromogenic photograph, custom frame
120 × 185 cm

3.
Far From the Eye (Resonance in between #2) 
2020–21
silver gelatin photograph
52 × 42 cm

4.
Far From the Eye (Resonance in between #1) 
2020–21
silver gelatin photograph
52 × 42 cm

5. 
Far From the Eye (Fingertip glance #2) 2020–21
chromogenic photograph, custom frame
144 × 116 cm

6. 
Far From the Eye (Resonance in between #3) 
2020–21
silver gelatin photograph
52 × 42 cm

7.
Far From the Eye (Fingertip glance #3) 2020–21
chromogenic photograph, custom framing device
290 × 127 cm

8.
Far From the Eye (Fingertip glance #8) 2020–21
chromogenic photograph, custom frame
113 × 92 cm

9. 
Far From the Eye (Fingertip glance #5) 2020–21
chromogenic photograph, custom frame
110 × 90 cm

10. 
Far From the Eye (Resonance in between #4) 
2020–21
silver gelatin photograph
52 × 42 cm

Catalogue of works in the exhibition

Dimensions are given as height before width. Where a style other than minimal  
capitalisation is used for artwork titles, capitalisation reflects the artist’s preference.
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Danica Chappell acknowledges the traditional lands of the Dja Dja Wurrung people of the Kulin Nation, 
the custodians of the land that La Trobe Art Institute stands and operates on, paying respect to Elders 
past and present.

Far From the Eye is generously assisted by PHOTO Australia. Elias Redstone, thank you for your 
bottomless well of energy for photography, that has been infused into PHOTO 2021 for Melbourne 
and regional Victoria. Through a challenging year, the PHOTO team kept us engaged (and on track) 
while we waited. 

I am grateful to Donna Whelan, for sharing and inspiring aspects of this project through her work 
with the single molecule microscope, darkfield and brightfield microscopy. With many thanks to 
Kent Wilson, Travis Curtin and Karen Annett-Thomas for their generous engagement throughout the 
Far From the Eye project. My gratitude and thanks to Robbie Dixon, Sarah Newall and Jose Manga 
for install wizardry.

Thank you Anne O’Hehir for the profound respect you share for the photograph and its history, 
I continue to learn from your knowledge. Bryan Spier, thank you for your playful poetic words that 
share a deeply insightful perspective on contemporary practice and material play. Thanks also to 
Steven Rendall for sharing your material knowledge on plastic, defunct technology and the debris 
that falls from it. 

This project was made possible with the assistance, conversations and knowledge shared 
by Colour Factory (Phill, Gary and Shane), Ryan Ward and @unitedmeasures, David Russ, 
Jerry Spagnoli, Edna de Seauve and Taina Meller. 

And always, immeasurable thanks to Damian Morgan.

DANICA CHAPPELL

Artist’s acknowledgements
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